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ABSTRACT: Many authors had proposed solutions in the past three decades for replacing the mouse for
people with disability in the movement who have not yet received a fair chance like others to use the
standard input devices of a personal computer. In the camera-based systems, the web camera is used as the
mouse that reduces the overhead of using head-mounted devices. Tracking the user’s facial expression of
different users with different head pose through the camera and converting accurately into the mouse cursor
movement and click events are the research challenges and opportunities. The current systems lose the
tracked feature during the user’s unintentional head movements and they are only comfortable in moving the
cursor on a slanting direction. The proposed system applies fuzzy logic in its decision-making to simplify
and improve the efficiency of controlling the cursor and its interactions on the Graphical user interfaces to
make the people with disability in the movement to use the computer conveniently and easily. The system
addresses the problem of feature loss by mapping the mouse cursor movement only with the intentional
head movement ignoring the usual head movements. The system also achieves the horizontal and vertical
movement of the cursor. The mouse operations are replaced by the head movement and the eyes-blinks
captured by the camera. The head movement controls the mouse cursor; left and right eye-blinks replace the
actions of the left-click and right-click of the mouse.
Keywords: alternative mouse; assistive technology; camera mouse; gesture recognition; hands-free computing;
people with disability.
Abbreviations: GUI, graphical user interface; ROI, Region of Interest; open CV, Open Source Computer Vision
Library; CPU, central processing unit; GHz, gigahertz; GB, gigabyte; RAM, random-access memory.
I. INTRODUCTION
About 3 Cr persons are ‘disabled’ in India as per the
Census report 2011. 20% of the disabled persons in
India are having a disability in movement, which is about
5.4 million. Persons who are paralysed, not having
either both the arms or both the legs and unable to
move but crawl are considered as Persons with
Disability in movement [1]. People with disability in the
movement have not yet received a fair chance like
others to incorporate themselves in the world of
Information Technology. Their mobility impairment
makes them difficult to use the keyboard and mouse,
the standard input devices of a personal computer.
Many mouse replacement solutions had been proposed
in the past three decades. Few solutions rely on special
hardware and software designed specifically for people
with disability in movement such as Hutchinson et al.,
[2]. Few solutions were developed that can be used only
for specific and very limited applications such as Takami
et al., [3]. Most of the mouse replacement solutions
were driven by high-cost hardware system such as
Morimoto et al., [4]. Most of the mouse replacement
solutions require special hardware that enable the user
to operate the computer by usually wearing on and
operating through the face or head such as [5-14]. To
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witness more advancement in the head-mounted
technology used for replacing the physical mouse, few
solutions have tracked the eye gaze movements to
control the mouse cursor on the screen such as [15-19].
To reduce the overhead of using high-cost hardware
system and head-mounted devices, few solutions
capture user’s head motions with web cameras to
control the mouse pointer such as [20-44]. Naturally,
people look at the object they wish to interact with.
Hence few works are done on moving the mouse cursor
based on eye movement to make more effective than
tracking the head movement and other parts of the head
or face such as [45-47, 20-22]. To accurately estimate
what a user is focusing on the computer screen, the
user’s gaze direction should be tracked and not just the
eye movements. Eye gaze pointing is a very
spontaneous means of pointing and almost no training
is required for the user. Few works were focused on
tracking eye gazes such as [48-51]. Many systems use
speech recognition as a user interface to maintain
simplicity for mapping the mouse click events such as
[10, 27, 35]. Few camera-based mouse replacement
solutions had implemented mouse click events like
dragging, left-click, right-click, single click and double
click such as [20-22, 25-40, 42, 44, 45, 46, 52, 53, 54].
The survey on mouse replacement solutions for people
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with disability in movement paves the way for identifying
future directions for research and development.
Tracking the user’s facial expression of different users
with different head pose through the camera and
converting accurately into the mouse cursor movement
and click events is identified as a research challenge
and opportunity.
Few limitations on implementing the mouse replacement
solutions through web camera have not been
addressed. Connor et al., [22], Woramon et al., [31],
Sancheti et al., [55] and Nasor et al., [56] have
experienced difficulty in using the common GUI
interactive features such as scroll bars and menus
which require horizontal or vertical movement but the
cursor moves slanting. Zhu et al., [29], Vasanthan et al.,
[39], Magee et al., [48], Sugano et al., [49] and Valenti
et al., [51] find difficult to synchronize the rate of the
mouse cursor movement with the rate of head
movement. The systems designed by Betke et al., [20]
and Bourel et al., [57] often lose the facial feature
selected to track, when the user moves the head quickly
or out of the frame, failing the smooth conversion of the
mouse pointer movement.
The Proposed system maps the mouse cursor
movement only with the intentional head movement
ignoring the usual head movements to address the
problem of feature loss. The system also achieves the
horizontal and vertical movement of the cursor which is
necessary to use the common GUI interactive features
such as scroll bars and menus.
II. APPLYING SOFT COMPUTING TECHNIQUES
Tracking the head movement and Eyeblink is an
imprecise computational task where soft computing
techniques can be applied to exploit the tolerance for
imprecision and to make complex decisions and choose
the best outcome. Fuzzy logic, Neural network and
Genetic algorithm techniques can be used to improve
the efficiency of the system.
Head movement and Eyeblink are physiology
phenomenon of fuzziness and therefore fuzzy logic can
be employed to make computer to determine the
distance, direction and rate of head movement; and
frequency and interval between the successive
eyeblinks.

Neural networks can be used to predict the object to be
selected in the screen, while the user is trying to move
the cursor, based on the previous learning experience.
A neural network has to be trained so that a known set
of inputs produces the desired outputs.
Genetic algorithms can be used for feature selection,
the process of finding the most relevant inputs for
predicting the output (object to be selected in the
screen) by identifying and removing unneeded,
irrelevant and redundant features that do not contribute
or decrease the accuracy of the predicted output [58].
III. METHODOLOGY
The proposed system applies fuzzy logic in its decisionmaking to simplify and improve the efficiency of
controlling the cursor and its interactions on the
Graphical user interfaces to make the “mobilityimpaired” people those who are prevented from moving
the mouse or any pointing device use the computer
conveniently and easily.
The mouse operations are replaced by the head
movement and the eyes-blinks are captured by the
camera. The head movement controls the motion of the
cursor, left-eye blink replaces the action of the left-click
and right-eye blink replaces the action of the right-click
of the mouse.
The initial operation of the proposed system is to
capture the head, left eye and right eye of the user. The
movement of the head and blinking of left and right eyes
are captured with the regular time interval and the
respective actions are triggered in the GUI.
To ignore the normal eyeblinks, the right eye should be
opened during the left click and left eye should be
opened during the right click.
The fuzzy input variations of detection of head
movement are constituted by the distance, direction and
the rate of head movement whereas eye blink is
constituted by blinking period and eye blinking interval.
We combine the above-mentioned input variations with
fuzzy logic; it will be reflected in the cursor movement
and mouse clicks. The appropriate threshold can be set
to reject the usual and unexpected head movements
and eye blinks.
The components of the proposed fuzzy control system
are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Components of the fuzzy control system.
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A. Inputs to the fuzzy system
The inputs of the fuzzy control system, ‘Distance of
head movement’, ‘Direction of head movement’ and
‘Rate of head movement’ are reflected in the movement
of the mouse cursor. The other inputs ‘blink period’
reflects in the single click event and ‘blink interval’
reflects in the double click event.
Distance of head movement. The Region of Interest
(ROI) is the rectangular region of the face captured in
the current frame captured by the camera. The top-left
corners of the ROIs of the current frame and previous
frame are compared to get the distance of head
movement. Distance in the horizontal direction is
(Face2x-Face1x) and the vertical direction is (Face2yFace1y), where Face2x and Face2y are the x and y
positions of the top-left corners of the Face ROIs in the
current frame and Face1x and Face1y are the positions
in the previous frame captured by the camera.
Direction of head movement. The direction of head
movement is ‘north’ when the value of (Face2y-Face1y)
is negative and ‘south’ if the value is positive. The
direction is ‘west’ when the value of (Face2x-Face1x) is
negative and ‘east’ if the value is positive. Combination
of the both gives the following directions: north-east,
north-west, south-east and south-west.
Rate of head movement. The rate of head movement
is ‘low’ when the value of both (Face2x-Face1x) and
(Face2y-Face1y) are below the minimum threshold
value Mlow; ‘high’ when the value of either (Face2xFace1x) or (Face2y-Face1y) is above the maximum
threshold value Mhigh; otherwise, the rate of head
movement is ‘fair’.
Blink period. Blink period is the number of the
consecutive frames where the eye is not detected
between the frames where the eye is detected.
Blink interval. Blink interval is the number of the
consecutive frames between two blinks (blink periods).
B. Fuzzification and Defuzzification
The fuzzy system uses the following linguistic variables:
Direction,
Strength,
Output,
blink_period
and
blink_interval.
The set of decompositions for these linguistic variables
are defined as
Direction = {Null, Positive, Negative}
Strength = {Weak, Moderate, Strong}
Output = {Weak-Positive, Weak-Negative,
Moderate-Positive,
Moderate-Negative,
Strong-Positive, Strong-Negative}
Blink_period = {Usual, Intentional, Surplus}
Blink_interval = {Short, Normal, Long}
Each member of these decompositions are called a
linguistic term and can cover a portion of the overall
values of the linguistic variables.
The value for the linguistic variable ‘Direction’ is set
based on the values of input ‘Distance of head
movement’ as follows:
If Distance is 0, then: Direction=Null
Else: Direction=Positive|Negative
Further, the relationship between the linguistic variable
‘Direction’ and the input ‘Direction of head movement’ is
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: The relation between the linguistic variable
‘Direction’ and the input ‘Direction of head
movement’.
Direction
North
South
West
East
north-east
north-west
south-east
south-west

x-axis
Null
Null
Negative
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative

y-axis
Negative
Positive
Null
Null
Negative
Negative
Positive
Positive

The value for the linguistic variable ‘Strength’ is set
based on the values of input ‘Rate of head movement’
and the relation is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: The relation between the linguistic variable
‘Strength’ and the input ‘Rate of head movement’.
Rate
Low
Fair
High
Fair
Fair
High
High
High
High

x-axis
Weak
Weak
Weak
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Strong
Strong
Strong

y-axis
Weak
Moderate
Strong
Weak
Moderate
Strong
Weak
Moderate
Strong

The value for the linguistic variable Output is set as
follows:
if(Direction==Positive)
{
if(Strength==Weak)
Output=Weak_Positive;
if(Strength==Moderate)
Output=Moderate_Positive;
if(Strength==Strong)
Output=Strong_Positive;
}
if(Direction==Negative)
{
if(Strength==Weak)
Output=Weak_Negative;
if(Strength==Moderate)
Output=Moderate_Negative;
if(Strength==Strong)
Output=Strong_Negative;
}
The defuzzification for the linguistic variable Output is
set as follows:
Weak_Positive,
Weak_Negative,
Strong_Positive,
Strong_Negative = 0;
Moderate_Positive,
Moderate_Negative(x-axis)
=
(facex1-facex2)*nx;
Moderate_Positive,
Moderate_Negative(y-axis)
=
(facey1-facey2)*ny;
where nx and ny are the factors set by the user to
decide the rate of the cursor movement in the screen
concerning the head movement.
The value for the linguistic variable Blink_period is set
as follows:
– Usual: between 0 and t1
– Intentional: between t1+1 and t2
– Surplus: above t2
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where t1 and t2 are the time duration in terms of the
number of frames.
The value for the linguistic variable Blink_interval is set
as follows:
– Short: between 0 and T1
– Normal: between T1+1 and T2
– Long: above T2
where T1 and T2 are the time duration in terms of the
number of frames.
The ‘output’ value in the x-axis and y-axis are reflected
in the mouse cursor movement in the screen. The
single-click is executed if the Blink_period is
‘Intentional’. The double click is executed if the following
three events occur in sequence: 1. ‘Intentional’
Blink_period, 2. ‘Normal’ Blink_interval and 3.
‘Intentional’ Blink_period.

Mlow and Mhigh are the upper limits of the values of the
graphs. The x-axes of the graphs denote the frame
numbers and the y-axes denote the distance as the
number of pixels. The (i,j)th value in the graph gives the
information that the distance between the face ROIs of
the (j+1)th and jth frames captured by the camera is ‘i'
pixels.

IV. EXPERIMENT
The system is tested in the laptop computer with the
following configuration:
– Intel Pentium CPU B950 2.10 GHz, 2 GB RAM
– Logitech C170 Webcam
– Windows 7 Professional 32-bit Operating System
– 1366 x 768 Screen Resolution with Landscape
orientation
– Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 Express Edition
– OpenCV 2.1.0
The pre-trained Haar Cascade classifier algorithms of
OpenCV, the most popular library for computer vision,
are used for detecting the face and eyes. The Region of
Interest, which is a rectangular subset of the image, is
acquired using the CvRect structure [59].
The value of the linguistic variable Direction (Null |
Positive | Negative) is calculated directly by the results
of (Face2x-Face1x) and (Face2y-Face1y).
The value for the linguistic variable Strength (Weak |
Moderate | Strong) is calculated based on the rate of the
head movement (low | fair | high). The minimum
threshold value Mlow(x) and the maximum threshold
value Mhigh(x) in the horizontal direction is set as 6 and
45 by observing the average values of (Face2x-Face1x)
by keeping the head stable and moving the head
intentionally that is depicted in Fig. 2 and 3. Similarly,
the minimum threshold value Mlow(y) and the maximum
threshold value Mhigh(y) in the vertical direction is set as
8 and 35 by observing the average values of (Face2yFace1y) by keeping the head stable and moving the
head intentionally that is depicted in Fig. 4 and 5.

Fig. 3. Graphs for the value (Face2x-Face1x) by moving
the head intentionally.

Fig. 4. Graphs for the value (Face2y-Face1y) by
keeping the head stable.

Fig. 5. Graphs for the value (Face2y-Face1y) by moving
the head intentionally.
The values of nx and ny required for the defuzzification
for the linguistic variable Output are decided as 3 and 5
as the rate of the cursor movement on x-axis and y-axis
concerning the head movement.
The intentional blink_period is set between 8 and 12
number of frames i.e., the values of t1 and t2 are set as
7 and 12. Hence the usual blink_period is below 8 and
the surplus blink_period is above 12 number of frames.
The normal blink_interval is set between 4 and 6
number of frames i.e., the values of T1 and T2 are set
Fig. 2. Graphs for the value (Face2x-Face1x) by
as 3 and 6. Hence the short blink_interval is below 4
keeping the head stable.
and the long normal blink_interval is above 6 number of
frames.
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Table 4: Accuracy of mouse click events.

Achieved

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Attempts

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Right-click
Achieved

Left-click
Attempts

The web camera is placed to capture the user’s face. To
check the accuracy of mouse cursor movement, 10
users were asked to intentionally move the head to
move the cursor from the current position to the leftmost, right-most, top-most and bottom-most corners of
the screen. The same users were also asked to test the
left-click and right-click mouse events. Fig. 6 and 7
illustrate the user’s interaction with the computer where
the head and eyes are tracked. Table 3 shows the
accuracy of the mouse cursor on horizontal and vertical
movement as an average of 89.25% which is necessary
to use the common GUI interactive features such as
scroll bars and menus pertaining to the existing systems
which are only comfortable in moving the cursor on a
slanting direction [22, 31, 55, 56]. Table 4 shows the
accuracy of the mouse click event as an average of
87.5%.

Users

V. RESULT

8
10
8
10
9
10
7
10
10
10
8
10
9
10
10
10
9
10
9
10
Average: 87.5%

8
9
10
8
9
10
7
9
9
9

As the proposed system maps the mouse cursor
movement only with the intentional head movement by
ignoring the usual head movements, the problem of
feature loss are set right pertaining to the loss of the
tracked feature reported by the existing systems during
the user’s unintentional head movements [20, 57].
Fig. 6. Moving the cursor (a) down (b) up (c) left and (d)
right.

Fig. 4. Mouse click events (a) none (b) left-click and (c)
right-click.
Table 3: Accuracy of mouse cursor movement while
moving the corners of the screen.

Attempts

Achieved

9
8
10
9
10
7
10
10
8
10

bottommost

Achieved

Achieved

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

topmost
Attempts

Attempts

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

10
10
10
10
9
10
10
8
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
8
10
10
10
10
10
9
10
10
10
10
10
9
10
Average: 89.25%

7
8
7
8
10
8
9
10
8
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

9
8
10
9
7
9
10
8
8
9

Attempts

Users

left-most
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Achieved

rightmost

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper is focused on providing the advantage of
mouse GUI operations available to the people with
disability in movement. To reduce the overhead of using
high-cost hardware system and head-mounted devices,
web camera-based solution is endorsed. To increase in
the efficiency of controlling the mouse, the system has
applied fuzzy logic in its decision-making to determine
the distance, direction and rate of head movement as
the head movement is the physiology phenomenon of
fuzziness. The appropriate thresholds were set to reject
the usual and unexpected head movements. The
horizontal and vertical movements of the mouse cursor
are achieved which is necessary to use the common
GUI interactive features.
VII. FUTURE SCOPE
The system can be improved in many ways including
the following:
– Tracking a user’s gaze direction accurately
– Recognizing the approximate single-eye wink of
different users with different head poses
– Using more efficient fuzzy control functions to improve
the efficiency
– Neural network techniques for necessary decisionmaking and predictions
– Genetic algorithms can be used for feature selection,
the process of finding the most relevant inputs for
predicting the output.
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